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Abstract 
Individuality transformation is an important way to achieve personalized text-to-speech 

synthesis with small amount of training data. The process of individuality transformation 

consists of transforming various voice individuality features, such as, spectral envelope, 

pitch period, speaking rate and so on. In this thesis, a new framework, called voice fonts, 

has been proposed for speech individuality transformation with an emphasis on indepen-

dent representation of a speaker's individuality features. Voice fonts encompass a set of 

descriptors of speech individuality, such as, spectral envelope, pitch period, speaking rate, 

jitter, etc. All the voice fonts descriptors of a speaker are estimated from the speaker's 

speech corpus automatically to create the voice fonts of the speaker. The voice fonts de-

scriptors of a speaker are independent of any source-target pair involved in the individuality 

transformation and thus a parallel speech corpus is not required to estimate these descrip-

tors. These descriptors, therefore, can be used to transform the individuality of a speech 

utterance from the given speaker to any other speaker or vice versa. 

In the proposed voice fonts framework, the acoustic space of a speaker is partitioned 

into explicit acoustic units which enables an independent representation of the spectral 

envelope. It has been shown through various objective and subjective tests that the proposed 

method to represent and transform the spectral envelope performs comparably to the state-

of-the-art methods which require a parallel speech corpus. A method has been proposed to 

model the speaking rate of a speaker which is based on average duration of various acoustic 

categories. The proposed model is used to automatically time scale a speech utterance 

during individuality transformation so as to compensate for the differences in the speaking 

rate and the duration of inter-word silences for the two speakers. It has been shown that at 

the time of individuality transformation, time scaling the test speech utterance through the 

proposed method results in a better transformation as compared to uniform time scaling of 



the speech utterance. 

In this thesis, two new voice individuality features have been studied in the context 

of individuality transformation, namely, jitter and harmonic peak-to-valley ratio. Jitter 

has been incorporated as a voice fonts descriptor to transform the period-to-period pitch 

variations of a speaker to another speaker during individuality transformation. A novel 

method has been proposed to model jitter for a speaker which is easier to incorporate in 

the individuality transformation process to transform the jitter of one speaker to another 

speaker. The jitter descriptor has been used in conjunction with the pitch descriptor so 

that both the short-term and long-term pitch period variations can be transformed during 

individuality transformation. The other descriptor, called harmonic peak-to-valley ratio, 

has been studied to represent and transform the breathiness and roughness individuality 

features of a speaker. The harmonic peak-to-valley ratio is estimated from the spectrum 

of the voiced speech frames which models the aperiodicity and turbulent noise present in 

the glottal waveform of a speaker. It has been shown through various experiments that 

the proposed descriptor correlates well with the breathiness and roughness present in a 

speaker's voice. It has also been shown that transforming the harmonic peak-to-valley 

ratio during individuality transformation results in an improved subjective rating for the 

transformed speech. 

At the time of individuality transformation, the voice fonts descriptors are transformed 

from one speaker to another speaker through an integrated signal processing module in an 

automated manner. Various objective and subjective tests have been performed to assess the 

performance of the proposed techniques and the corresponding results have been discussed. 

Further, some potential future directions regarding the usage of voice fonts framework and 

some issues regarding the training data requirement and evaluation techniques for individ-

uality transformation have been highlighted. 
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